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SUMMARY

Two experiments, within the French Cooperative Payload (FRECOPA) and devoted to the
detection of cosmic dust have been flown on the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), launched
in April 1984, and retrieved in January 1990. A variety of sensors and collecting devices have made
possible the study of impact processes on materials of technological interest. Preliminary
examination of hypervelocity impact features gives valuable information on size distribution and
nature of interplanetary dust particles in low earth orbit, within the 0.5-300 micrometer size range.
Most of the events detected on the trailing face of LDEF are expected to be the result of impacts of
meteoritic particles only. So far, chemical investigation of craters by EDS clearly shows evidence of
elements (Na,Mg,Si,S,Ca and Fe) consistent with cosmic origin. Systematic occurrence of C and O in
crater residues is an important result, to be compared with the existence of CHON particles detected
in P-Halley comet nucleus. Crater size distribution is in good agreement with results from other dust

experiments flown on LDEF. However no crater smaller than 1.5 1.zm has been observed, thus
suggesting a cut-off in the near earth particle distribution. Possible origin and orbital evolution of
micrometeoroids is discussed. Use of thin foils detectors for the chemical study of particle remnants
looks promising for future experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Interplanetary space contains solid objects whose size distribution continuously covers the
interval from submicron sized particles to km sized asteroids or comets. Some meteoroids originate
from comets ( mainly dust ejected at perihelion), some originate from collisions within the asteroid
belt. The relative contribution of these two sources is still a matter of debate. A majority of particles
are likely to come from comets but recent data from the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) indicates
that asteroids could be a source larger than expected. In addition to natural particles, a significant and
growing number of particles has been added by human activity in near earth space. Present
knowledge of the occurrence andphysical properties is based primarly on earth bound observation of
meteors, comets, zodiacal light, data from infrared satellites (IRAS) as well as on board measured
flux by instrumented spacecraft (Pegasus,Vega, Giotto, Space Shuttle and the MIR Soviet Space
Station), study of lunar samples and dust collection in the upper atmosphere /1,2/.

The spatial density (number per unit volume) of meteoroids varies as a function of distance
from the sun, distance from a planet, ecliptic latitude and longitude. The lifetime of interplanetary dust
is dynamically limited, gravitational and solar radiation pressure (Poynting Roberston effect)

gradually reducing the size of the orbit after typically 10 4 years; the lifetime of particles is also
controlled by collision processes. Submicron particles will be blown out off the planetary system by
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solarradiationpressure(13meteoroids).In thevicinityof earth,gravitationalperturbationsandthe
influenceof theatmospheregreatlyaffectthedistributionof theparticles.In-situdetectionand
collectionofdustbyexperimentsflownonLDEFareexpectedtoimproveourcurrentunderstanding
of thisaspectof thespaceenvironment.Originallylaunchedfor aninemonthmission,theNASA
LongDurationExposureFacility (LDEF)hasbeenretrievedafter2105daysin orbit.Duringits
missionLDEFwasstabilizedwiththelongaxiscontinuallypointedtowardthecenterof theearth,
andsurfacesperpendiculartothisaxispointedatfixedangleswithrespecttothedirectionof orbital
motion.

EXPERIMENTALAPPROACH

Partof thetrayallocatedtoFrenchexperiments,knownastheFRECOPApayload,hasbeen
devotedto thestudyof dustparticles.Thephotograph(fig.l) showstheexperimentin its flight
configuration.ThetraywaslocatedonthefaceofLDEFdirectlyopposedtothevelocityvector(west
facingdirection)inlocationB3accordingto the LDEFdescription.

Twoentirelypassiveexperimentshavebeenflownfor thedetectionof microparticles.The
first one:Studyof MeteoroidImpactson VariousMaterials(AO138-1)wascomposedof a
setof thickglassandmetallicsamples;thesecondone:DustDebrisCollectionwith Stacked
Detectors(AO138-2)wascomposedof multilayerthinfoil detectors.Thecollectionareawasabout
2000cm2. In additionto thesededicatedexperimentsa largevarietyof materialsonthesameway
(8500 cm 2) have been exposed to the bombardment of microparticles and are expected to provide
additional data. Detailed description of the hardware has been given elsewhere/3,4/and will be only
summarized here. Samples of interest for both experiments are listed on tables 1 and 2.

The thick target experiment (AO138-1) comprises selected metallic (A1, Au, Cu, W,

Stainless Steel, thickness : 250 I.tm) and glass surfaces (1.5 mm thickness). Samples have been
exposed to space for all the mission duration (5.5 years). Crater size distribution from these thick
target experiments will enable, with the aid of laboratory calibration by solid particle accelerators, the
evaluation of the incident microparticle flux in the near earth environment. Information on the
velocity, particle density and incident direction will be generally difficult to decode; however this
could be partially determined by studying the geometry of impact craters.

A more critical issue is the determination of the chemical composition of the impacting
particles. In general they are physically destroyed and mixed with target material in the process of
crater formation. Although little or no pristine material is likely to be left for chemical analysis,
particularly in metals such as tungsten or gold, it is possible to collect quite sufficient projectile
residue material for analysis/5L Based on laboratory experiments such residues may be reduced to a
probable initial composition.

The multiple foil penetration and collection experiment (AO138-2) was located inside one of
the three canisters, for maximum protection of fragile thin metal films before and after exposure to
space/3,4/. The canisters have been openedashort time after LDEF deployment and closed nine
months later. The aim of the experiment is primarily to ihvestigate the feasability of multilayer thin
film detectors acting as energy sorters in order to collect micrometeoroids, if not in their original
shape, at least as "break-up" fragments suitable for chemical analysis. The behaviour of hypervelocity
particle impacts on thin foils has been extensively studied in the laboratory and data will provide a
basis for interpretation. Upon perforation of a thin foil, a particle undergoes either a deceleration or a
fragmentation, depending on impact velocity, density of the target or projectile and thickness to
diameter ratio/6,7/. One or more thin metallic foils are set in front of the main target in order to

produce size selective detectors. Foil thickness ranges from 0.75 l.tm to 5 p.m of aluminium; such

foils are expected to slow down particles with diameters between 1 and 10 ptm diameter, without
complete destruction. Separation distance between foils is 1 mm, enough to have eventual fragments
dispersed over a large area.
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PRELIMINARYRESULTS

The experimenthasbeenrecoveredin good conditionsafter exposureto space.As a
consequenceof its positiononLDEF,exposuretoatomicoxygenerosionwaskeptto aminimum.In
thispaperweshallgiveresultsconcerningthelargestimpactfeaturesfoundontheexperimentsand
on theFRECOPApayloadandsomefirst dataconcerningthesizedistributionof smallsizecraters.
After preliminaryobservationby theM&D SIG teamduringLDEF deintegrationat KSC, the
FRECOPAtrayhasbeencarefullysearchedfor impactfeatures,at CNESprior todeintegrationof
experimentsandatCERT.ThesurveywasmadewithanopticalmicroscopeNikonProfileProjector
V12atmagnifications20Xand100X.Scanningelectronmicroscopy(SEMJeolJSM-840Aat CERT
andOrsay)hasbeenusedfor thesamplespurposelydedicatedto theexperimentandfor anypeculiar
featureobservedon othersurfaces.Energydispersivespectroscopy(EDSLink Analytical eXL
analyseratCERTandEDAXAnalysisTracorsystematOrsay)chemicalinvestigationof projectile
remnantshasbeencarriedoutin somecraters.Materialsnotspecificallydedicatedto dustdetection
haveprovidedusefuldata,mostlybecauseof thelargeareatimeexposure.As expected,thenumber
of impactcratersvariessignificantlywith thelocationon theLDEFsurface.Comparisonwithdata
fromdifferentlocationsonLDEFandcomparisonwithotherexperimentswill bemadelater.

LargeCratersintoThickTargets

Threemaintypesof materialshavebeenexposedto micrometeoroidimpacts:metals,fiber
glassthermalcoversbackedbymylarfoil, andquartzsamples.

Twolargeimpactfeatureshavebeenfound:onefull penetration(diameter1.25mm)andone
marginalpenetration(diameter1.07ram)of a lmm aluminiumshield.About90craterslargerthan50
I-tinhavebeenfoundon atotalareaof onesquaremeter.Fourcratersarelargerthan500microns.
Most of the largecratersarecircular in outline, thoughsomesmall cratersdo indicateoblique
incidence.Table3summarizesall thelargecratersfoundondifferentmaterials.Thefigures2 to 5
showtypicalhypervelocityimpactcratersintodifferentmaterials.Cratersonaluminium,stainless
steelandcopperaretypicalof hypervelocityimpactin metals/8/,withadepthto diameterratioof
about0.55.Few largeimpactshavebeenfound so far on quartztargets,two of themshowa
morphologytypicalof impactson brittle materials (figure 3): a central pit with evidence of fusion, an
inner ring of spalls and an outer more or less symmetrical spallation zone/9/; similar features have
been found extensively on lunar samples. For the elongated shape of the central pit, it is possible that
the projectile was irregularly-shaped or impacted at a large angle of incidence (greater than 45 ° in
order to change the shape of the central pit). A number of impacts have been found on the thermal
covers (tefloned glass fabric). Figure 4 shows a typical perforation. The hole diameter is
approximately the same on the reverse side of the composite, as would be expected from a thin plate.
Damage consists of broken fibres with missing binder material, confirming initial findings by NASA
/8/. The picture shows evidence of both brittle fibre fracture and of fibre melting. Features of peculiar
interest are damages caused to the mylar foil located beneath the fiber glass fabric. Under UV
irradiation the mylar became very brittle and was badly damaged upon impact. This is an illustration
of synergistic effects on the degradation process occurring in space.

Microcraters into Thick Targets

Four cm 2 of aluminium sample A54 from the AO138-1 experiment have been thoroughly

analyzed in search of microcraters less than 20 l.tm in size. We used a JEOL 840 Scanning Electron

Microscope, equipped with an EDAX Analysis Tracor system. The detector had no window protection
allowing a quantitative analysis of elements down to Z=23 and a qualitative research of Carbon and
Oxygen (nitrogen could not be detected with this equipment). A first scanning of the samples at a
magnification of 750 X allows a selection of events showing typical crater features (circular feature,

ridge). A typical flux densityofa 2.10-4/m2/s crater larger than 1.5 i.tm has been estimated; flux mass

distributions found for larger craters can thus be extended with very good agreement to such small
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sizes.Dataareconsistentwithresultsfromthe [DEexperimentinthesamesizerange.*Weobserved
nocraterssmaller than 1.5 lam in size, thus implying a cut off in the particle size distribution,

orbiting the earth and impacting our samples, asimilar trend has been observed by E. Zinner 1 on
another experiment. Considering simulation experiments concerning the crater diameter to particle
diameter ratio, for various collector thicknesses, we can admit a factor 5 between the crater size and

the particle size : the smallest impacting particles have a mass in the 10" 13 g. region.

Microeraters into Thin Targets

Of peculiar interest was the study of impact features on the thin foil detectors. As the exposure
was limited to nine months areal density of impacts is small and study is still in progress. The figure
5 shows the perforation of a 5 microns aluminium foil (sample AD11). The perforation formed an
ellipse measuring 55 by 40 microns (oblique impact or elongated projectile). It is a typical
"supramarginal perforation" with a crater diameter to foil thickness ratio of D/f=10; diameter of the
particle isestimatedtobe40microns.The bottom plate beneath the perforation shows a star-shaped
distribution of small secondary craters (sample AD 12). The top foil acted as a shield, fragmenting the
projectile and spreading the fragments over the surface of the thick plate. The craters range in size

from 0.6 i.tm to 15 l.tm and are mostly distributed along two axes. An angular particle, 18 mm by 15
mm is visible at the intersection of the axes. EDS analysis has provided evidence of impactor
fragment. As shown later, chemical investigation of secondary craters has given information on the
composition of an impacting particle. Detectorsconsistingofa thin shield and thick bottom plate appear
to offer a significantly higher return of information concerning chemical analysis of impactor residues
than single plate detectors.

Crater Size Distribution

The cumulative flux size distribution of craters (in aluminium) larger than 30 microns is
shown in the lower part of the figure 6. Several trends are visible : the flattening of the distribution at
small sizes is largely an observational artifact, due to the limited resolution of optical microscopy; the
middle part of the curve is consistent with the general size spectrum of microparticles and data
obtained elsewhere on LDEF; the change of slope at large sizes could be an artifact due to the limited
time-area of sampling, or more likely real as discussed by McDonnell et al./113'. The upper part of the
figure shows the crater size distribution of craters between 1 micron and 10 microns as derived from
preliminary SEM scanning of small craters on aluminium samples (A54).

Figure 7 shows the flux, or number of particles/m2/s able to perforate a plate of
aluminium of given thickness as derived from perforations observed on our experiments. On the
figure 8 is shown a comparison betwween the distribution of craters observed on the Frecopa
experiment (A54-4/AO138) and an average value of the distribution of impact craters on the leading
edge and on the trailing edge of LDEF as obtained from other experiments (S0001, MAP, IDE).I
Agreement between A0138 data and average trailing edge data is good.

Flux Mass Distribution

The impact site survey yields a crater size distribution, which should be converted to a particle
mass distribution by using the relevant relationship between crater sizes and particle mass and
velocity. The discussion is out of the scope of this paper; however assuming an average impact
velocity of 20 km/s, the value of the ratio of crater diameter (D) to the particle diameter (d), could be
chosen as : D/d = 5. Figure 9 shows the cumulative flux versus the mass of particles, as derived from
AO 138 dust experiments; for comparison is shown the flux derivedfrom the Grtin et al. model /11/,
computed for an altitude of 500 km above the earth surface (randomly oriented plate).

The mass distribution in comparison to a review of comparable near-earth data shows a good
agreement /10/; the flux on the west face of LDEF is about I0 times lower than on the east face, for

1 E.Zinner, private communication

* J.D. Mulholland et al. LDEF Interplanetary Dust Experiment : A high time resolution
snapshot of the near-earth particulate environment, in : Proc. Hypervelocity Impact in Space,
Canterbury,l-5 July 1991, (to be published 1992).

t M. Zolensky et al. Meteoroid and orbital debris record on LDEF, in : Proc. Hypervelocity
Impact in Space, Canterbury, 1-5 July 1991, (to be published 1992).
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large particles. Most of the particles impacting this west face should be interplanetary dust particles,
not orbital debris. This fact is substantiated further by the chemical identification of projectile

remnants inside craters.

Chemical Analysis of Particle Remnants

The first EDS X ray analysis of a few small craters has shownoccurrence of elements Ca, K,
Ti, Fe and S. Typical spectra are shown on figure 10. Further analysis will doubtless give an insight

on the origin of the impacting objects.
A chemical analysis of all the craters found on sample A54 has been performed : X ray

identification of elements down to C is possible, because the detector used in the Edax-Tracor system
is window less. However nitrogen cannot be identified and of course as the collector is made of
Aluminium, no information on AI is possible; semi quantitative analysis is only possible beyond

Z=23 (Na).
Table 4 summarizes our results for the 15 craters identified so far : light elements C and O are

present, with a ratio C/O varying from 0.1 to 3. Significant variations appear inside the distribution of
individual craters. The other main elements identified in the various craters are usually refered to as
"chondritic" elements, as they exist in various proportions and are signatures of extraterrestrial

particles : Na,Mg,Si,S, Ca and Fe. For these elements also, important variations are found from
point to point inside the crater reinforcing the idea that the particles are truly ag.gregates bursting apart
during the impact. The systematic presence of C and O components in the various residues analyzed
is an important result: the occurrence of CHON particles detected in P-Halley nucleus (PUMA and
PIA experiments) would not be a particularity of this comet but could be a constant for extraterrestrial

particles of cometary origin, as seems to be the case for such particles.
For the sample AD12 located beneath the thin foil perforation described earlier, the elements

identified, in the central part of impact feature : Si,Fe,Na,Mg are characteristic of interplanetary dust

particles fromthemafic silicate family with olivine as a strongcandidate.The variation in chemical
composition between and within craters confirms the idea of an aggregate particle which burst apart
on impact. None of the above elements were found in the outside craters (far from center of impact
feature) which implies that these were caused only by aluminium fragments from the top foil.

We found no evidence of elementscharacteristic of orbital debris(Ti,Zn). We are thus highly

confident that all the craters analysed are of extraterrestrial origin, as expected due to the fixed
orientation of LDEF during its flight and to the exposition side of FRECOPA payload on board
LDEF. However there is still a possibility to record impacts from orbital debrisin highlyeccentric

orbits.t Further investigation is obviously needed.

CONCLUSION

LDEF offers a unique opportunity for the study of the many processes involved upon high

velocity impact phenomena and for the comprehensive description of the LEO microparticle
population. Particle collection in space will remain generally difficult, perhaps impossible for the
highest meteoritic velocities. Deceleration of lower velocity particles by multiple layer foils tentatively
proved sufficient to expect the retention of material suitable for identification. As shown by the
preliminary investigation of experiments and materials retrieved on FRECOPA, use of op.portunities
to gain access to an orbiting hypervelocity impact laboratory offers considerable promise for the
future.The investigation of this near-earth region of space is a necessity not just for scientific but also
for technical reasons. However a great deal more research needs to be carried out to confirm the

validity of the findings.

Acknowledgements : Support from CNES for completion of experiment and for data
analysis and support from NASA for completion of the mission are greatly acknowledged.

t M. Zolensky et al. Meteoroid and orbital debris record on LDEF, in : Proc. Hypervelocity

Impact in Space, Canterbury, 1-5 July 1991, (to be published 1992).
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Designation:

A1

A2

A3

A4

'AS

A6

B 1 to B27

Table 1 : Experiment A 0138-1 Sample List

Material:

Tungsten

Aluminium

Copper

Steel

Aluminium

Aluminium/Kapton

Glass

Thickness

(microns)

150

250

125

250

250

50

1.9 mm

Size (mm)

100 x 100

diam: 25
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Table2 :ExperimentA 0138-2SampleList

Designation:

D1 - D5

D6

D7 - D8

D9 - Dll

,D12

!El - E3

E3 - E6

E7 - E9

E10-E12

E13-E14

El5 -El7

E18-E19

Material:

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Gold
Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Gold
Aluminium

Gold

Gold
Aluminium

Aluminium

Thickness

(microns)

125
5

125

125
2
2

125
5
2

125

125
2

125
2
2

125
0.75
0.75

125
0.75

125

125
2
0.75

125

I

Size (mm)

40 x 40

30 x 30

1!
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Table 3

Identification Diameter. um

I es11 215.000
2 es110 80.000

3 es12 250,000

4 es13 350.000

5 es14 250,000

6 eel5 150,000

7 es16 250,000

8 es17 200,000

9 es18 180,000

10 es19 90,000

11 es21 350.000

12 es22 250,000

13 es23 400,000

14 es24 300,000

15 es25 250,000

16 e31 350,000
17 e32 192,000

18 e33 147,000

19 e34 320,000

20 e35 198,000

21 e36 510,000

22 e37 160,000

23 e38 80,000

24 e39 135,000

25 e310 58,000

26 e311 148.000

27 e312 72,000

28 e41 315.000

29 e42 108,000

30 e43 80,000

31 e44 75,000
32 e45 130,000

33 e46 200,000

34 e51 1250,000

35 e52 1070,000

36 e53 395,000

37 e54 320,000

38 e55 125,000

39 e56 175,000

40 e57 200,000

41 e58 165,000

42 e59 140,000

43 e510 55.000
44 e511 115,000

45 e512 75,000

46 my51 375,000

47 call 142,000

48 ca21 48,000
49 ca31 155.000

50 ca32 199,000

51 ca41 225,000

52 ca42 60,000

53 a21 176.000

54 a22 158.000

55 a23 165,000

56 a31 127,000

57 a41 64,000

58 a42 49.000

59 a51 550.000

60 a52 55,000

61 a53 50,000

62 a54 100,000

63 a55 62,000
64 a56 36.000

65 a61 50,000

66 dll 60,000

67 b251 330,000

68 b261 320,000

69 a24 75,000
70 all 50,000

71 b15 180,000

72 b16 400,000

73 dsl 65,000

74 ds2 110,000

Depth. um

920,000

240,000

190,000

65.000

80,000
110,000

130,000

40,000

90,000

80,000

90,000
70.000

35.000

22.000

30.000

65.000

35.000

180,000

170,000

35,000

15,000

P/D

ao138crat

Material

0,860

0,608

0.594

0,458

0,516
0.553

0,578

0,667
0,511

0,506

0,545

0,551

0,547

0,449

0,545

0,650

0,565

0.545

0,531

0.467
0,300

Comments

Ig

fg

fg

Cg
fg

fg

fg

fg

f9

fg

fg

fg

fg

fg
fg

fg
AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI
AI

AI

AI

AI
Ai

AI

AI

AI

AI perf. 1 mm

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI
AI

AI

AI

fg
AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

Cu

$$

$s

A I perf 250 um
AI

AI

AI

AI

AI

kaplon/AI

AI perf 5( um
AI

AI

AI

W

quartz pit = 30

quartz pit= 95
AI

AI
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LDEF AO138-1 SAMPLE A54-2,4 : CHEMISTRY

Crater n° Size,l_m C/O (a) Na Mg Si S Ca Fe

1 1.5 1-1.5 t E

2 1.5 0.5 E 1

3 1.5 0.7 0.2 1
4 1.5 0.5-1 1

5 2 (b) E
6 2.5 1.5-3 0.17 1

7 3 1-2 _ E 1

8 3 (b) 0.3 1 (d)
9 3.5 1 1

10 4 0.3-04 0.4 0.2 1

11 4 0.5 _ E 1

12 5.5 0.5 0.1 1
13 6 0.2 1.6 1

14 10 0.1-1 E 1

15 10 0.5 0.13 0.07 1

1 1

5

1

E 0.5 3

E E

0.3
5 3

0.13 0.3 8

Ni (c)

Notes :

(a) : peak height
(b) : no C present

(c) : reported to (Si) =1 ; E : very weak peak
(d) : no Si present ; reported to (Mg) = 1

Table 4
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Fig. 1. This figure shows the FRECOPA experiment tray on LDEF, one of the dust experiment is
shown on the upper middle part of the tray, the other one is located inside one of the cannisters
(closed upon recovery).
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Fig.2. This figure shows a typical medium sized impact on aluminium surface.

Fig.3. This figure shows an impact crater on quartz sample.
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Fig.4. This figure shows a typical crater on tefloned fiber glass fabric.

Fig.5. Perforation of a 5 microns thick aluminium foil.
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Crater Fluence : Comparison with AO138
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Fig.8. Comparison of crater fluences observed on FRECOPA with data from other dust experiments
on LDEF.
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Fig.9. Cumulative flux on trailing side of LDEF as compared with flux model from Griin et
a1.(1985), see ref.13.
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Fig. 10. These figures shows typical X-ray spectra of points located inside impact craters
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